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Young Alumni Leadership Giving



Why focus on increasing YA 
leadership gifts?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. We need to develop a crop of leadership donors for the future. It is hard to ask a consistent $25 donor for $25,000, even $2,500, once they enter their peak earning years if it is the first time they are hearing about a giving society or leadership giving.�2. As important as participation is, it’s not ALL about participation, even for young alumni.  We need to instill the idea that a gift back to your college should be meaningful – for some members of every class and generation this is a leadership-level gift (do your young alumni know what size gift qualifies?).3. Money doesn’t grow on trees!  Philanthropic leaders need to be identified and cultivated in every class, the future of the college depends on it! At Bates, Mount David Society-level gifts account for 70-75% of the overall Bates Fund every year and gifts at The Barnard Fund Society level make up about 60% of the total raised by The Barnard Fund. 



What is “Young Alumni Leadership 
Giving” in STAFF annual funds?

•The giving level at which young alumni are considered a member of 
an annual fund leadership giving society. 

• At 18 out of the 19 colleges that responded, there is not a separate 
young alumni leadership giving society. 

•At 16 out of the 19 colleges that responded, there is a discount level 
for young alumni in the overall leadership giving society for the 
college. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the purpose of our discussion we’ll be focusing on the first 10 years, though we understand some schools consider the first 15 young alumni and one respondent reported discounted levels until the 20th reunion.



What giving level “counts” as a young 
alumni leadership gift?

$100 x # years out 
until 10th reunion

Tiered levels No Discounts

9

7

3

YA Leadership Giving Discounts Among 19 STAFF 
Respondents 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Respondents are: Barnard Bates Carleton Colgate Conn Davidson Denison Dickinson FM Gettysburg HWS Mills Mt. Holyoke Skidmore Smith St. Olaf Trinity Union Wheaton.For the colleges that had “no discount”  for YA, the giving level was between $1K and $2K.Tiered programs include:$100 1-4 years out, $250 5-7 years out, $500 8-9 years out, $1K 10 years out$100 1-4 years out, $500 509 years out, $1K 10-15 years out, $15K until 20 years out$250 1-4 years out, $500 5-9 years out, $1K 10 years out$500 1-5 years out, $1,000 6-10 years out$750 1-4 years out, $1K 5-10 years out 



Why are the number of YA Leadership 
donors changing at STAFF schools? 

 Increases in YA Leadership Gifts were Attributed to:
 Changes in discount structure 
 Monthly giving option (installment giving)
 Volunteer engagement 
 Individual attention 
 Greater attention from development staff
 Targeted marketing 

 Decreases in YA Leadership Gifts were Attributed to:
 Loss of dedicated staff member
 Less attention to senior gift program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Individuals can make all the difference!  -A great volunteer(s) who is dedicated to increasing leadership gifts will make a big impact in identifying, marketing, soliciting and stewarding these gifts.-Personalized attention from staff and volunteers makes a big impact. -Increasing awareness and tying installment gift options to the leadership level help make it more feasible.  -The more information you provide to all alumni in this segment the more likely they will be to self identify adding to your own efforts.  -Don’t discount what you think an alumna/us is capable of giving—we have alumnae who work for non profits and a few who are full time grad students who give at our levels (and the gifts aren’t coming from a family foundations)-Barnard has actually seen a decrease in leadership gifts over last year (though this was reflected across our classes), the three classes that had the greatest impact on increasing the numbers in FY10 had volunteers that dedicated efforts to reaching out to classmates asking them to join them with a gift at The Barnard Fund Society level.-Have you see a link to senior gifts and YA leadership gifts?



How are STAFF colleges increasing 
young alumni leadership donors?

Marketing, Soliciting, Stewarding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poll the audience—where are you strongest/weakest?



Marketing YA Leadership Giving
 Detail Young Alumni levels wherever and whenever possible
 Identify leadership donor attendees at alumni events (e.g. 

stickers/ribbons on nametags for leadership-level donors)
 Provide information online
 Set and publicize goals/challenges/competitions 
 Make your society something YA volunteers and donors can 

easily talk about with their classmates. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many schools reported needing to increase/start marketing efforts (poll audience)This segment needs (and wants) to be reminded frequently, whether you’re introducing a new program/new levels or yours has been in place without changes for a number of years. Sometimes, a change in the program or something you can announce (maybe a milestone that has been reached or a goal you want to attain) is a good way to revamp the marketing and getting the word out about your program.When provided online the information needs to be easy to access (not buried) and you have to be proactive in driving traffic to your site.  Give alumni a reason (and a reminder) to return (e.g. goal/competition/challenge updates & tracking).It doesn’t always take much to motivate alumni—try some of your participation tactics with leadership giving, even if there aren’t incentives involved.  Where do you advertise the levels?Leadership society materialsGiving forms/reply cards Events Class Agent training materialsOnlineExamples:  -Hamilton (Virginia Close)- Gift slip and President’s Club book (she’s bringing samples to share)  -Barnard – Nametag stickers, leadership giving brochureWord of mouth can be one of the most successful marketing tactics. 



Soliciting YA Leadership Gifts
 MassYA Leadership Giving Solicitations (The Three 

M’s!) 
 Mail Solicitations
 Monthly Giving/Reoccuring Giving
 Multiyear Pledge Campaign (can tie into reunion as well)

 PersonalYA Leadership Giving Solicitations
 Class Agents and Reunion Gift Committee Members
 Special volunteers
 Staff Members
 Events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mail Solicitations, Monthly Giving Solicitations, Multi-year pledge campaignsDefinitely not ideal, but at least helps get the word out.  At Bates, we sent out this brochure (SHARE BROCHURE) in December and it only pulled 5 YA gifts. We sent a follow-up letter (SHARE LETTER) in February which only pulled 1 YA gifts. Out of these 6 gifts, only 3 were at the MDS level. We mailed the first mailing to 888 people, and 98 made a gift which is not a bad return overall, just not for YA.We have also sent out monthly giving appeals, but again, monthly giving works best through word of mouth and real marketing. Monthly giving though is one of the top ways many of the schools that responded to our survey have increased their YA Leadership Donors.Volunteers: Every participating school in our data collection has volunteers that solicit leadership gifts from young alumni. Some schools try to educate and train all class agents to solicit these gifts, others have gift chairs who are responsible for this, and others have a core group or executive committee that are trained on soliciting these gifts.  Special Volunteeres: One of the most prominent observations I learned from the data we received and from my own experiences at Bates, is that those schools with a “special” group of YA volunteers that solicit leadership gifts tend to be the most successful and have the highest YA leadership giving numbers. Volunteers giving at the leadership level that are trained strategically to make these asks feel more comfortable asking for a leadership gift and therefore are more successful.  BOLD Bates Fund Executive Committee: At Bates, we have an executive committee of 4 BOLD young alumni, all giving at the leadership level for their class year. These young alumni meet in person several times a year with our “Bates Fund Executive Committee which has two trustees leading it, and therefore feel very responsible and committed to a strong BOLD representation in the Bates Fund. These committee members are as equipped with knowledge regarding the MDS, YA, and the Bates Fund as I am.  Staff Members: At Bates, our BFEC solicits many of the gifts, especially from YA we on staff do not know have capacity. Our Assistant Director of Annual Giving that works with BOLD also solicits many of these gifts – maybe 1/3 total are solicited by staff at the college in general, with maybe ¾ of those from the BOLD Assistant Director.  The rest either self-select, or a class agent solicits them. Rarely, but sometimes, a student caller will solicit and receive the gift. Reunion!! Reunion is a great time for staff to spend a little extra time on a class. If you don’t have the staff resources to solicit YA gifts from all classes, focus on the reunion classes. Make sure to visit them when you travel as filler visits, and spend extra time on conference calls with those class agents to make sure your leadership giving society and level is clear so that the reunion committee feels comfortable and motivated to make these solicitation calls. When soliciting for a reunion class, the power of numbers (25 of us have already given at the MDS level!) can play a prominent role. Monthly giving  paired with multi-year pledges can be really fruitful for your college, but doesn’t feel like a big burden to the donor if they are giving, let’s say, $50/month for 3 years. Multi-year pledges at the MDS level also get them in a habit of giving at a higher level and if your school increases the amount annually, it also gets young alumni in the habit of increasing their gifts annually. Events (SEE NEXT SLIDE)



Examples

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Barnard: Class-specific emailsYour solicitations don’t have to be specifically for leadership-level prospects to drive leadership-level gifts.  Try incorporating your leadership levels into a solicitation without a direct ask.  Your gift, whether $500 to join The Barnard Fund Society, $20.06 commemorating our graduation year, or an amount that's meaningful to you, will help provide scholarships for students, faculty with the resources they need, and much more. Used this line in two class specific emails (March & June) resulting in 11 leadership-level gifts (including a small number who made a second gift which increased their gift to the leadership level).Adrian’s LetterClass-specific letter sent to $250+ donors following reunion year, signer was a new lead-level donor, sent in December, volunteer focused heavily on following up with those the letter was sent to.Skidmore (Joe):  Leadership society renewal email and introduction of new programMills (Elizabeth): Includes the discounted levels in their pre-call letter



Why Solicit at Events?

•Getting YA’s attention – you have a 
captive audience 
• Kill a few birds with one stone
• Selectivity/Leaders
• Just a little bit of peer pressure!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bring a special guest – whether it is the VP of Advancement, the President, a trustee, or an inspirational alum, give the YA a taste for who they might meet in your giving society.Kill a few birds with one stone – Have an event, raise money, and use the event to have young alumni actually hear you. Email is not getting through to YA anymore as effectively as it once was and overall alumni events do not provide the venue or the incentive for this crop of YA to attend. YA are often times very busy with long work hours and an active social life! Make sure the time/place is easy and convenient. Also, make sure to bring giving forms to the event and actively point them out. Also, don’t forget business cards! 



Example: 
Bates Emerging Leaders Dinners

 Hosts -They will help set the list, 
market the event, and also cultivates 
the host.  We also sometimes have a 
special guest.

 Location – Private room at a fun, 
easy access location

 Steward – Provide drinks or dinner

 Solicit – Be direct on the invite, and 
follow-through

 Follow-up –Thank attendees 
individually and provide cards 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of the actual invitation, we at Bates have found that paperlesspost and other evites work well. YA do not need the paper invite to feel as though an event is important, and regular email gets lost. 



Stewarding YA Leadership Donors
 Personalize!  Individual acknowledgements from volunteers 

and development officers go a long way.  The best way  to 
steward any donor is to thank them. 

 Recognition events
 Networking opportunities
 Honor Rolls/Donor Lists
 Young alumni take ownership in their giving—tell them how 

their gift is being put to use, be as specific as possible.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Don’t let YA get left off invitations list for recognition events or donor lists.-During the planning stages, think about if the event time/location is feasible for YA to attend.-Teach the rest of your staff which talking points for your giving society resonate particularly well with YA.   -For instance, at Bates, YA particularly like to hear that there are networking opportunities with trustees and the most philanthropic donors to the college.   -YA might be interested in knowing who else, from their class (if it is public) is in the giving society. Consider sending a special thank you note to giving society members. Bates: we send a thank you note to YA leadership donors from our VP of Advancement along with a Mount David Society pin and notice that a bookplate would be put in the library.)Barnard: a special thank you comes from our VP of Development and AF officer calls to thank for the gift referencing that their gift was at the leadership level.Any networking opportunities that have been feasible and work well at your institutions?



Questions and Discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are your biggest challenges?  How are you working to overcome them?What’s working at your institution?What changes can you make when there are little to no resources available?



Contact Information
Erin Bain
Barnard College - New York, New York
ebain@barnard.edu
(212) 851-5686

Aislinn Hougham
Bates College – Lewiston, Maine
ahougham@bates.edu
(207) 786-6129
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